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ABSTRACT 
If K, is a proper cone in R”I and K, is a proper cone in R”z, then, as is well 
known, the set *(K,, K,), which consists of all ne x nl real matrices which take K, 
into K,, forms a proper cone in the space R”2, “I. In this paper a study of this cone is 
made, with particular emphasis on its faces and duality operator. A face of r(K,, K,) 
is called simple if it is composed of all matrices in t( K,, K2) which take some fixed face 
of K, into some fixed face of K,. Maximal faces of r(K,, K,) are characterized as a 
particular kind of simple faces. Relations between the duality operator of X( K,, K,) 
and those of K, and K, are obtained. Among many other results, it is proved that 
d r(K,, K2), the duality operator of r( K,, K,), is injective if and only if dK, is injective 
and each face of K( K,, K,) is an intersection of simple faces. Two open questions are 
posed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K,, K, be proper cones in R”1 and R”2 respectively, and let 
rr(K,, K,) = {A ER”‘~“~ : AK, G K,}, where R”*s”l is the space ofall n2 x n, 
real matrices. As is well known (see Schneider and Vidyasagar [30]), ?r( K,, K,) 
forms a proper cone in Rn2* “I. Since 1975 the geometric properties of this 
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cone have attracted the attention of many research workers. In particular, the 
determination of its extreme operators has been a focus of interest, and about 
ten papers have been written on the subject, though the problem is still far 
from being resolved. (See the References.) In this paper we return to a study 
of this cone, with particular emphasis on its faces and duality operator. In our 
investigation, we shall try to answer the following fundamental questions: How 
are the cones ?r( K,, K,), K,, and K, related? To what extent is the position 
of a matrix inside a( K,, K2) determined by its action between the cones K, 
and K,? Is there a simple way to describe the faces of r( K,, K,)? To answer 
the above questions, the duality operator of a cone comes in as a natural tool, 
since the injectivity or surjectivity of the duality operator of a cone is 
intimately related to its geometric properties. 
We now describe the contents of this paper in more detail. The necessary 
definitions and notation are given in Section 2. 
In Section 3, we give some fundamental results or observations on the 
cone 7r( K,, K,) and its dual cone. In particular, for any A E X( K,, K2), we are 
able to characterize matrices belonging to the smallest exposed face of 
X( K,, K,) containing A in terms of their actions between the cones K, 
and K,. 
In Section 4, simple faces of ?r( K,, K2) are introduced. We determine the 
intersection of simple (as well as exposed simple) faces of a( K,, K,) contain- 
ing a fixed matrix A. Maximal faces of r( K,, K,) are characterized as a 
particular kind of simple faces. Also we prove that each face of ?r( K,, K,) is 
an intersection of simple faces if and only if the following nice property 
is satisfied: for any A, BE ?r( K,, K,), if BxE+( Ax) for all XE K, then 
BE+(A). 
In Section 5, we first observe that the cone K, (as well as K:) is linearly 
isomorphic with the intersection of the cone ?r( K,, K,) with a linear subspace. 
Then we obtain some relations between the duality operators drcK,, KL), d,,, 
and dK2. Among many other results, it is proved that d,clcl,K2j is injective if 
and only if dK, is injective and each face of 7r( K,, K,) is an intersection of 
simple faces. A special property of the cone ?r( K) [ = ?r( K, K)] among general 
proper cones is also singled out (see Theorem 5.14). 
Finally, in Section 6 we pose two open questions. 
A minor portion of this work comes from Chapter 3 of the author’s Ph.D. 
thesis [32]. Other results in this paper (at least in their primitive forms) were 
mostly obtained in the academic year 1978-79 when the author visited the 
University of Waterloo, and were contained in an earlier unpublished sum- 
mary referred to by Barker [7, paragraph after Definition 2.A.81. But some 
new insights and better proofs were also found in the process of writing up this 
paper. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume familiarity with the elementary properties of cones. For 
convenience and to fix notation, below we collect some of the definitions and 
cite relevant references. 
Let K be a nonempty subset of a finite-dimensional real vector space V. K 
is called a (conoex) cone if ox + fly E K for all X, y E K and CY, fi >, 0. K is 
pointed if K fl (-K) = (0). K is fulZ if its interior (in the usual topology of 
V) is nonempty; equivalently, K - K = V. If K is closed and satisfies all the 
above properties, K is called a proper cone. From now on, we always use K to 
denote a proper cone in the n-dimensional euclidean space II”. 
K induces a partial ordering on R” by x aK y (we also write as y K < x) if 
andonlyif x- ~EK. 
A subcone F of K is called a fuce of K if 0 K < y K < x and x E F imply 
y E F. (0) and K itself are always faces of K, known as trioiul faces. Other 
faces of K are said to be nontrivial. An arbitrary intersection of faces of K is 
always a face of K. If S G K, then the smallest face of K including S is called 
the face generated by S and is denoted by a(S). Sometimes we might consider 
several cones at the same time. Then it will be clear from the context of which 
cone (P(S) is a face. If S = { r}, we write a(x) for simplicity. Then we have 
a(x) = { y E K : ol y”< x for some 01 > O}. We denote the relative interior 
and relatiue boundary of ‘P( 3~) respectively by relint a( X) and rbd a(x). It can 
be shown that for any face F of K and any vector x E K, a(x) = F if and only 
if II E relint F. If x is a nonzero vector in K such that a( x) = { QX : o 2 0}, 
then a(x) is called an extreme ray and x an extreme vector of K. The zero 
vector is also treated as an extreme vector of K. K is said to be polyhedral if 
it has finitely many extreme rays. We denote by B(K) the collection of all 
faces of K. Then s(K) forms a complete lattice of finite length under the 
operations of meet and join given by F A G = F n G and F v G = a( F U G) 
(see Barker [3] and Loewy and Tam [26]). 
By the dual cone of K, denoted by K *, we mean the set ( z E II” : (a, x) 2 0 
for all x E K}, where (z, r) = xT.z denotes the usual inner product between 
the vectors x and z. (Vectors of R” are represented as column vectors.) If K 
is a proper cone, then so is K *; furthermore, K ** = K and we have the 
following useful characterization: 
int K = {r~K:(z, x) > Oforallnonzero .zEK*} 
(see Schneider and Vidyasagar [3O]). 
The concept of duality can be defined in a more general setting in terms of 
sets in a vector space and its dual space (see, for instance, Barker [5, 71). But, 
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since we are working with finite-dimensional real vector spaces, there is no 
loss of generality in restricting ourselves to euclidean spaces. 
By the duality operator of K, we mean the mapping d, : S(K) --+ B(K*) 
given by d,(F) = (span F) I f3K *, where (span F) 1 is the orthogonal com- 
plement of the linear span of F. We call d,(F) the dualface of F. The duality 
operator of a cone was introduced and studied independently by Barker [5, 61 
and Tam [32, 34, 361. Ever since, it has been a useful tool in the study of 
cones. A face F of K is said to be exposed if it is the dual face of some face 
of K *. Geometrically, a face of K, other than K itself, is exposed if and only if 
it is the intersection of K with a supporting hyperplane. It is known that the 
mapping d,,od, is a closure operation on S(K). We shall denote it by cl,. It 
is not difficult to show that for any face F of K, cl,(F) is the smallest exposed 
face of K that includes F. Also, each face of K is exposed if and only if the 
duality operator dK is injective. 
Following Loewy and Schneider [24], we say that a cone K is a direct sum 
of K, and K,, and we write K = K, Q K,, if (a) span K, fl span K, = (0) 
and (b) K = K, + K,. (Then K 1 and K, are faces of K.) The cone K is said 
to be decomposable if there exist nonzero subsets K, and K, such that 
K = K, d K,. Otherwise, K is said to be indecomposable. The following 
result is fundamental (Fiedler and Ptak [19, (2, S)]): 
For any cone K, there exist indecomposable cones K,, . . . , K, such that 
K=K,@.** 8 K, (r > 1). This decomposition of K is unique (except for the 
order of its summands). 
3. THE CONE “(K,, K,) AND ITS DUAL CONE 
Hereafter in this paper, we shall use K, to denote a proper cone in R”‘, 
and K, a proper cone in R”“, where n,, n2 > 1. We denote by n(K,, K,) the 
set of all n2 x n1 real matrices A such that AK, C K,. When K, = K, = K, 
we write 7r( K,, K,) simply as 7r( K). It is known that n(K,, K,) forms a 
proper cone of R”*T”I with int vr(K,, K2) = {AER”*-“1 : A[K,\{O}] E 
int K,} (see Barker [2, Proposition 11). 
Note that for any A E R n2Z “1, A E r( K,, K,) if and only if .zTAy > 0 for all 
YE K, and ZE Kg. Hence, matrices in ?r( K,, K,) can be identified with 
bilinear functionals of R”’ x Ii”2 which are nonnegative on K, x K,*. Indeed, 
it is possible to give our theory in the language of tensor products of cones. 
(See Barker [4] or [7] for further details.) Since we feel that this viewpoint is 
not helpful here, we keep our original approach. 
If K, and K, are indecomposable, then (as can be shown by modifying a 
proof of Barker and Loewy [9, Lemma 2.2]), so is the cone ?r( K,, K,). More 
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generally, if K, = C,, @ * ** @ C,, and K, = C,, @ .* * Q C,, denote 
respectively the unique representations of K, and K, as direct sums of 
indecomposable subcones, then x( K i, K,) = @ 1 ~ i c r I Q jg s S,,, where each 
subcone Sij can be identified with the indecomposable’ cone x(Cri, Caj). (For 
an explanation, refer to the paragraph preceding Proposition 2.4 in Tam [34].) 
Thus, the study of a cone of the form *(K,, K,) can be reduced to the special 
case where both cones K, and K, are indecomposable. 
On R”*T” 1 we introduce the usual inner product: (A, B) = tr( BTA). It is 
easily verified that, for any A E It”22 “I, y E II”‘, and .z E R”*, we have (z, Ay) = 
(zyT, A). Consequently, we obtain x(K,, Ka) = [pas{ .zyT: yeK, and ZE 
K,*}]*, where we use pos S to denote the positive hull of S (that is, the set of 
all possible nonnegative linear combinations of vectors taken from S); hence, 
?r( K,, IQ* = cl pas{ zyr : y E K, and z E K,*} . This fact was first observed by 
Berman and Gaiha [13, Theorem 3.l(ii)]. The author [33, Theorem l] com- 
pleted the result by showing that the cone pas{ zyT : y E K, and z E K,*} is 
closed. This result renders the study of the cone ?r( K,, K,) and its dual cone 
more tractable. 
For convenience, if S, c R”I and S, E R”2, we shall use the notation 
S2 @$, S, to denote the set pas{ .zyTe R”*,“I : z E S, and y E S,}. In this nota- 
tion, we have x(K,, Kz)* = Kl BP K,. 
It is not difficult to show that K, C$, K: is precisely the cone generated by 
the rank-one matrices in ?r( K,, K,). When K, = K, = K, it is clear that the 
identity operator I E x(K). In fact, the identity operator always lies outside the 
subcone r(K*)* of a(K), unless K is simplicial (see Tam [33, Theorems 3 
and 41). Besides this, we know very little about matrices of ?T( K) which lie 
outside ?r( K *)*. Some such results have appeared either explicitly or implic- 
itly in Sung and Tam [31] and Tam [33-351. 
It is easy to check that the transposition map is an isometry between 
R%. “I and R”I.“Z which takes the cone x( K 1, K,) [r( K,, K,)*] onto the cone 
T(K~, K:) [?r( Kg, KF)*]. As a consequence, the duality operator LI,(~,,~,) 
is injective (surjective) iff dXcKz, Kr) is injective (surjective). As another 
consequence, we also have 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A, BE~F(K~, K,). Then we have: 
(a) BE%(A) iflB%+(AT). 
(b) BE cl T(K,, K,)(*(A)) ~ff’~cla(~:.~:)(~(A~)). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A, B E r( K,, K,). The following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) B E cl *(K,, K,)(*‘(w 
(ii) Forever-y vector yeK,, By~cl~~(@(Ay)). 
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Proof. Condition (i) is equivalent to: for any CE ?r( K,, Ks)*, if (C, A) = 0 
then (C, B) = 0. But, as noted before, “(K,, Ks)* is the positive hull 
of matrices of the form zyT where y E K, and z E K,*; hence the condition is 
also equivalent to: for any vectors y E K, and .z E K:, we have that (zyT, 
A) = 0 implies (zy’, B) = 0. But (zyr, A) = (z, Ay), and a similar statement 
holds with A replaced by B, so the latter condition is equivalent to (ii). n 
It is easy to verify that if BE a( A), where A, BE K( K,, K,), then By E 
+( Ay) for every vector y E K,. However, in contrast with Theorem 3.2(ii) * (i), 
the converse of this result does not hold: see our Corollary 5.7. 
The following result will be of frequent use. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A E a( K,, K,), and let x, y E K,. 
(a) If y E a(x) then Ay E a( Ax). 
(b) rf y E cIK,(@( x)) then Ay E clK,(+( Ax)). 
Proof. The proof of (a) is easy. To prove (b), let z E dK,(@( Ax)). Then 
( ATz, x) = (z, Ax) = 0, and hence AT;: E dK,(+( x)). But y E cl&@(x)), 
so (Ay, z) = ( y, ATz) = 0. Since this is true for every vector z E dK,(+( Ax)), 
we have Ay E clK,(+( Ax)). W 
Note that condition (ii) of Theorem 3.2 can be reformulated as: for any 
face F of K,, BF C clK,(@(AF)). Similarly, condition (b) of Theorem 3.3 can 
also be put in the form: for any face F of K,, A cl, (F) E dKp( a( AF)). 
In passing, we give one interesting consequence of the above result. Recall 
that a matrix A ET(K) is said to be K-reducible if A leaves invariant a 
nontrivial face of K; otherwise, A is said to be K-irreducible. For other 
equivalent definitions, see Schneider and Vidyasagar [30]. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let AET(K). ZfA is K-r-educible, then so is B for every 
B E 4&*(A)). 
Proof. Suppose that A is K-reducible. Then there exists a nontrivial 
face F of K such that AF E F, and hence a( AF) E F. Let B E clXcKj(+( A)). 
Then by Theorem 3.2, we have BF E cl,(+( AF)) c clK(F), and hence 
clK(+(BF)) c cIK(F). On the other hand, by Theorem 3.3(b), we have 
Bcl,(F) E dK((P(BF)). Th us B leaves invariant the nontrivial face cl,(F), 
and hence is K-reducible. n 
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4. SIMPLE FACES 
For any faces F of K, and G of K,, we shall denote by ?T~,~ the set 
{ A E ?r( K,, K,) : AF s G}. It is easily verified that zF,G is a face of 7r( K,, Ks). 
Any face of rr( K,, K,) of this form will be called simple. Simple faces were 
introduced independently by Barker [6] and by Tam [34]. For convenience, we 
collect below some elementary properties of simple faces. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F, Fj be faces of K,, and G, Gi be faces of K,, i = 1,2. 
Then each of the following holds: 
(a) If GI C GZ then ?TF,C, C TF.G,. 
(b) If FI E F2 then ?F&, G S x~,,~. 
F,G = “(K,, K,) zff F = 0 or G = K,. 
iz i,,: = 0 ff F = K, and G = 0. 
;;; “F,G,/\G, 
= 
=F, 6, A ‘lTF, 6; 
TF,~F,.G = =F~,GATF,,G~ 
Proof. The verifications of properties (a)-(f) are fairly easy. Just as an 
illustration, we give the proofs of (c) and (f). 
(c): The “if” part is obvious. To prove the “only if” part, suppose that 
F f 0 and G # K,. Choose some vector y E K,\ G and some vector z E 
int K:. Then yzT~?r(Kl, K2)\~F,6. 
(f): By (b), ?TF vF G G *F,,~A *F2,c. Let AE~F,,~A rF2,c. Then AFi E G 
for i = 1,2, and ‘he&e A( F, + F,) C G. In view of the fact that F, V F, = 
@( FI + F,) (Barker [3, Proposition 3.21) and that +(S) = { y : 0 ’ < y K < x for 
some x l pos S} (B ar k er and Schneider [lo, Lemma 2.8]), we obtain A( F, V 
Fz) c G, and hence A E*F,~F,,G. Therefore, 1~F,vr,,G = “q,cA nFz,c. H 
If E is a face of K 1 and F a face of K,*, it is not difficult to verify that 
F BP E is a face of ?r( K,, Kz)*. Also, extreme matrices of F @j E are of the 
form zyT where z is an extreme vector of F and y an extreme vector of E. 
Before we give results which relate the simple faces of 7~( K,, K,) to faces of 
r( K,, Kz)* of the above type under the action of the duality operators, we first 
prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let F, G be faces of K, and K, respectively. Let A E 
r( K,, K2) be such that %(A) = ?T~,~. Then we haoe: 
(a) AyEclKp(G)\rbdGforalZnonzero y~cl,~(F). 
(b) AyEint K, for all y~K~\cl~,(F). 
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Proof. Choose vectors xa~int K,, xi ~relint G, z0 dint K,*, and zi E 
relint dK,(F). Denote the matrix X,Z~ + xiz,’ by B. It is straightforward to 
verify that Z? E 7rF, 6, that By E relint G for all nonzero y E cl.,( F), and that 
By E int K, whenever y E K, \ cl x,( F). As A E relint rF. G, there exists some 
(Y > 0 such that cr A - BE vr( K,, K,). Consequently, we have Ay # rbd G for 
any 0 # y E cl.,( F), and Ay E int K, for any y E K, \ cl,,( F). Furthermore, by 
Theorem 3.3, for any y E cl,,(F) we have Ay E clKp(@( AF)). But AF E 6, 
so Ay E cl x,( G). The proof is complete. n 
One may ask whether the matrix xczr + xl.zz constructed in the proof of 
Lemma 4.2 actually belongs to relint rF, o. Zf the answer is in the affirmative, 
then Lemma 4.2(a) can be strengthened to A[cl.,(F) \ {O}] c relint G. Then 
it will follow that K~),(~) G = 7rF 6. 
following example will show. ’ 
Unfortunately, the answer is no, as the 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let C be the convex set in Rs given by 
Let K be the proper cone in R3 given by 
Denote by F the extreme ray @((O, 0,l)r) of K. Then cl,(F) is the 2- 
dimensional face a(($, 0,l)r). Let A = diag(i, 1,l). It is straightforward to 
show that A E r(K). In fact, A E zrr, F and A[cl.(F)\ F] E relintcl,(F). It 
follows that in this case, for any matrix C E relint TV, r, we have C[clx( F) \ 
F] E relint cl,(F). So the matrix r,,zT + x,.$ constructed in the proof of 
Lemma 4.2 does not belong to relint zF, r. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let F be a face of K,, G a face of K,, and E a face of K:. 
Then each of the following holds: 
(4 d *(&. K2) ("F,G) = dK2G) BP cl,,(F). 
04 d r(K,,q@ @/) = TF' dK;(E). 
cc) c1 ~(KI, Kz) lTF,C) = ?FclK,(F),clK2(C) = =F,clXg(G). 
(4 cl ~(K,,K~)*(~ @/) = C~K;@) @$I cl,,(F). 
(e) IfF + 0, then aF,G is an exposed face of ?r( K,, K,) if and only if G is 
an exposed face of K, . 
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(f) E @‘,F is an exposed face of a( K,, Kz)* if and only if E is an exposed 
face K,* and F is an exposed face of K,. 
Proof. (a): Choose some A E relint I~ G , . Consider any vectors w E d,*(G) 
and x E cl,,( F). Then AX E clK,(G), and hence we have (wxr, A) = (w, Ax) = 
0. This establishes the inclusion dK,(G) BP clK,(F) c drCK,, K,j(~F,,-). To 
prove the reverse inclusion, it suffices to show that if 0 # w E K,* and 0 # x E 
K, such that wxTedrcK,, K,j(~F,c), then w E dK,(G) and x E clKl( F). For any 
such vectors w and X, we have (w, Ax) = (wxr, A) = 0. By Lemma 4.2(b), 
necessarily x E cl,,(F). Choose some vectors z E int K,* and u E relint G. 
Then uzT E aF G and satisfies (uzr)( x) E relint G. But 0 = (wrr, UZ’) = 
(w, (~zr)( x)), hence w E d,,(G). 
(b): Straightforward verification. 
(c): The first equality follows from (a) and (b). As for the second equality, 
the inclusion *clK,(F),clK (C) s =F,dK2(G) is obvious; the reverse inclusion 
follows from Theorem S.;(b). 
(d): follows from (a) and (b). 
Finally, (e) and (f) follow from (c) and (d) respectively. I 
It is natural to ask whether there are faces of 7r( K,, K,) that are not 
simple. Let us consider the simplest cases first. If K, is I-dimensional (that is, 
equals R, or -R+) the answer is no. It is clear that “(IX+, K) can be 
identified with K, and under this identification the simple face 7rR+, F of 
?F(R+, K) corresponds to the face F of K (and the face 7r0,F corresponds 
to K). So each face of *(R+, K) (= K) is simple. On the contrary, a(K, R,) 
has some faces that are not simple, so long as K* has nonexposed faces. The 
reason is, ?r( K, R,) is just the cone of linear functionals nonnegative on K and 
can be identified with K*. Under this identification, the face 7rF, a+ corre- 
sponds to K* [= dK(0)], and the face 7rF,0 corresponds to d,(F). So faces of 
?r( K, R,) that correspond to nonexposed faces of K* are not simple. 
More generally, if K, and K, are both of dimension > 2, we have the 
following result: 
THEOREM 4.5. Let K, and K, be proper cones, both of dimension 2 2. 
Then: 
(a) x(K,, K,) has a face which is not simple. 
(b) a( K,, KS)* has a face which is not of the form E @,F where E is a face 
ofK,* andFafaceofK,. 
Proof. (a): Since dim K, > 2, we can choose nonzero vectors xl, x2 E aK, 
such that rl + x,Eint K,. Choose a nonzero vector zi cdK,(@( x2)). Then 
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since xi + x2 dint K,, we have (aI, x1) = (zi, ri + x2) > 0. Replacing .a1 by 
a suitable positive multiple, we may assume that (a,, xl) = 1. Similarly, 
we can choose a vector zs l d~,(+(ri)) such that (~a, xP) = 1. Now 
choose nonzero vectors yi, yz~c3K2 such that yi + y2 lint K,, and let 
A = ylzr + ylzl. Then clearly A E r(K,, K,). We are going to show that 
@(A) is not a simple face of n( K,, K2). Assume to the contrary that cP( A) = 
“F,G for some faces F of K, and G of K,. By our choice, the vectors xi, zi, 
i = 1,2, satisfy (ai, xj) = 6,, (the Kronecker delta); so we have Axi = yi, 
i = 1,2. If F = K,, then yl, yap G; but yi + y2 eint K,, so G = K,. Thus 
wehave A~int*(K~, Ka)andhence AIKl\{O}J tint Ka,whichhoweveris 
not the case. So we have F # K,, and hence cl.,(F) # K,. Since x1 + X~E 
int K,, we have either xi 4 cl,,(F) or x2 # cl,,(F). But then, by Lemma 
4.2(b), either Ax, or Ax, belongs to int K,. However, as shown above, 
Ari = yi for i = 1,2, and by our choice, y1 and y2 both belong to aK,; so 
again we arrive at a contradiction. 
(b): Choose vectors xi, x2 E aK, such that x1 + x2 E int K,. As shown in 
the proof of part (a), there exist vectors .zi, z,~aK: such that (ai. xi) = sij. 
Also choose vectors wi, wa E aK,* such that wi + wa E int K,*. Then again we 
can find vectors yl, y2 E aK, such that (wi, yj) = 6ij. Let A = yi.zr + yszi. 
Clearly A E ?r( K,, K,). We contend that if the face d,,,,, K,J(+( A)) is of the 
form E BP F for some faces E of K,* and F of K,, then we shall arrive at a 
contradiction. Since (wlxl, A) = (w,, Ax,) = (wl, yz) = 0, we have W~X~E 
d TcK,, K,j(@( A)). Similarly, we also have we XTE d,,,,, K,j(@( A)), and hence 
w,x; + w,+zd ,QC,, K,)(*(A& As d”(K,, K,)(+(A)) = E BpFT there exist 
nonzero vectors ui EE and vi E F, 1 < i < p, such that wi x2’ + wa XT = 
I;=‘=1 uiv,?‘. Multiply both sides of this equality on the right by a vector taken 
from int K,*. The resulting expression says that some positive linear combina- 
tion of the vectors wi and ws belongs to the face E of Kl. Hence, we have 
wi, wp E E. Similarly, we also have xi, x2 E F. But, by our choice, wi + ws E 
int K,* and xi + x2 E int K,, so we obtain E = K,* and F = K,; in other 
words, d s(K,, K,)P(A)) = “(Kb K,) *, and hence A = 0. Thus we have arrived 
at the desired contradiction. n 
Observe that for any A E r(K,, K,), the set {BE “(Ki, Ks) : Bx E 
@(Ax) for all XE K,} is a face of r(K,, K2). Moreover, we have the 
following inclusion relations: 
+(A) c {BET(K~, K,):Bx~@(Ax)forall XEK,} 
In terms of the simple faces of ?r( K,, K,), in fact, more can be said. 
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THEOREM 4.6. For any A E ?T( K,, K,), we have 
(a) {BE*(K,, Ks): Bx~a(Ax) f or all x E K ,} is equal to the intersection 
of all simple faces of n( K 1, K,) that include A; and 
(W cl TCK,, K,j(@( A)) is equal to the intersection of all exposed simple faces of 
T( K,, K,) that include A. 
Proof. (a): Denote the set {BE ?r( K,, K,) : Bx E a( Ax) for all r E K,) by 
YI. Let B~ti, and ‘IT~,~ be a simple face of a( K,, K,) that includes a( A). 
Write F as a(x). Then since A E 1~~,~, we have AF E G and hence a( Ax) E 
G. But B E !?I, so we also have BF G a( Bx) 2 a( Ax) s G; in other words, 
BE”F,G. Hence ‘3 is a subset of the intersection of all simple faces that 
include A. 
Conversely, suppose that B E xrF,G whenever A E rF, 6. For any vector 
x E K,, clearly we have A E T~(~),~(~~); h ence B9( 2) E @(Ax), or equivalently, 
Br E a( Ax). This shows that B E 91. 
(b): Since cl “(K,, K,)(@‘( A)) is th e smallest exposed face of 7r( K,, K,) that 
includes A, it is clear that cl X(K,, K,J(@( A)) is included in the intersection of all 
exposed simple faces including A. Conversely, let B belong to every exposed 
simple face that includes A. To prove that B ~cl~(~,,~~)(+.( A)), it suffices to 
show that (zyr, B) = 0 whenever (zyr, A) = 0, where y E K, and z E K,*. 
Consider any such vectors y, z. Then (a, Ay) = 0, or Ay~d,;(+(z)), and 
hence A E ~+(y),d,l(+(~)). As &;(a( )) z 1s an exposed face of K,, by Theorem 
4.4(e) “+( y), d,;( ( )) Cp z is an exposed face of ?r( K,, K,) including A. Hence, by 
our hypothesis on B, we have B E r+(Y), d,;(@( 2)). It follows that (zyr, B) = 
(z, By) = 0. The proof is complete. n 
We readily deduce the following 
COROLLARY 4.7. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Every face of ?r( K,, K,) can be written as an intersection of simple 
f aces. 
(ii) For any A, Be*(K,, K,), Bre+(Ax) for all XEK, implies that BE 
*(A). 
If K, and K, are general proper cones, the determination of the extreme 
matrices in X( K,, K2) appears to be a difficult problem. On the other hand, 
the determination of the maximal faces of R( K,, K,) is relatively easy. 
THEOREM 4.8. 
(a) Every maximal face of rr( K,, K2) is simple. 
(b) fF, 6, where F is a face of K, and G a face of K 2, is a maximal face of 
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T( K,, K,) if and only ifd,,( F) is a maximal face of K r and G is a maximal face 
of K,. 
Proof. (a): Let a( A) be a maximal face of ?r( K,, K,). Then there exists 
some nonzero extreme matrix B of a( K,, Kz)* such that d,,,l, &a(B)) = 
+(A). As such, B can be expressed in the form .zy’, where y, z are nonzero 
extreme vectors of K, and Kl respectively. By Theorem 4.4(b) we have 
d “(K,, ~,~4~( ZY ?) = Qua), +P( z)); h ence O(A) is a simple face of ?r( K,, K,). 
(b): “if” part: Write rF, ,‘a, a’( A), where A E relint TV, 6. To establish the 
maxima+ of ?T~,~, it suffices to show that for any B E T( K,, K,) \ ?T~,~ we 
have A + BE int a( K,, K,), or equivalently, (A + B)[ K,\ {O)] E int K,. 
Consider a nonzero vector y E K,. If y # cl.,( F), then by Lemma 4.2, Ay E 
int K, and hence (A + B) y E int K,. If y E cl K,( F), then again by Lemma 4.2, 
Ay E cl&G) \ rbd G. Since G is maximal, clK,(G) = G, so Ay E relint G. If 
we can show that By # G, then by the maximality of G it will follow that 
(A + B) y E int K,. Now we have dK,( F) E d,,(+( y)), since y E clK,( F). Also, 
as y is nonzero, dK,(+( y)) # K:. Hence by the maximality of dK,(F), we have 
dK,(@( y)) = dK,(F). Write F as+(x). Then x~cl~,(+( y)), and by Theorem 
3.3 Bx~cl.~(+(By)). If ByeG, then Bx~cl~,(G) = 6, contradicting the 
assumption that B 4 rFS 6. Thus By q! G, which is our desired conclusion. 
“Only if” part: Suppose that dK,( F) is properly included in a maximal face 
of K,*, say H. Write d,;(H) as +( y). Then dK,(+( y)) = cl,;(H) = H, since 
every maximal face is exposed. Note that we may assume that clK,(G) # K,; 
otherwise, G = K, and we have ?T~,~ = r(K,, K,). So by Theorems 4.1(c), 
Q(~+I,~(~) f “(K,, K,). Since dI<,(F) E H = dK,(*( y)), we have y~cl~,(F), 
and hence by Theorems 4.4(c) and 4.1(b), we have ?~r,~ c A,,,,(~), c1,2(c) C 
7recyj, L.1h2(Gj. Choose vectors y’ E K, \ G and .z E H \ dK,( F). Then y’zr( y) = 
0, as d,,(@( y)) = H; and hence, y’zr~ ?r9(yrc1,,(6j. By our choice of the 
vector Z, for any vector 11: E relint F, we have ~rw > 0, and hence ( y’ z~)(w) 
+‘G; so y’~~+r~,~. This shows that y’ zT E n,( ,,), c1,2(cj\ 7rF. c, and hence 
7rF,G is not a maximal face of r(K,, K,). 
Now suppose that G is properly included in a maximal face of K,, say H. 
It is not difficult to show that then 7rF,” is a nontrivial face of r( K,, K,) 
properly including 7rF, 6. Hence 7rF, G is not a maximal face. a 
In connection with part (b) of the above theorem, note that a sufficient 
condition for dK,( F) to be a maximal face of KT is that F is an exposed 
extreme ray of K, (see our Lemma 5.11). The condition, however, is not 
necessary, as one can readily find a 3-dimensional proper cone K 1 as a 
counterexample. 
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5. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE DUALITY OPERATORS 
There is a natural way to “imbed” K,, as well as Kf, into x( K,, K,). For 
any zER”l, we denote by r, the linear transformation from Rn* to fin*,“1 
given by rZ( x) = xz T. In case 0 # z E K:, it is easily verified that the cones K, 
and %(r,) fl ?r( K,, K,) are linearly isomorphic under rZ, where !I?( rZ) denotes 
the range space of 7,. Similarly, K,* is linearly isomorphic with 
$I?(&) fl ?r( K,, K,) under X,, provided that 0 # XE K,, where X, is the linear 
transformation from R”1 to R”“,“I given by X,(Z) = xzT. With these in mind, 
we are ready to prove: 
THEOREM 5.1. 
(4 If &(zq, K2) is injective, then dKl is surjective and dK, is injective. 
(b) Ifds(K,, K2) is surjective, then d,, is injective and dK, is surjective. 
Proof. (a): Choose some nonzero vector z E K:, and let 7, have the same 
meaning as above. Since the duality operator of ?r( K,, K,) is given to be 
injective and the duality operator of a linear subspace is always injective, the 
duality operator of %( 7J n vr( K,, K,) is also injective (see Tam [36, Corollary 
4.141). But the latter cone is linearly isomorphic with K,, so the duality 
operator dK, is also injective. By a similar argument we deduce that d,, is 
injective, and hence d,, is surjective (see Tam [36, Proposition 2.5(a)]). ’ 
[Actually, the injectivity of dK, also follows from Theorem 4.4(e). Further- 
more, since the cone ?T( K,*, Kc) is isometric with ?r( K,, K,) (under the 
transposition map), the injectivity of d Kr also follows. But our above proof is 
more illuminating.] 
(b): Since dTCK, KP) is surjective, dT.(K,,K,)* is injective. Let 7y and XZ 
have the same meanings as before. As n(K,, K,)* = K,* ep K,, it is readily 
seen that K,* is linearly isomorphic with ?r( K,, K,)* fl 92(7y) under 7,,, 
provided that 0 # y E K, and that K, is linearly isomorphic with r( K,, K,)* 
fl !J3( A,) under X,, provided that 0 # z E K z. So the argument for part (a) also 
works here. n 
Note however that the injectivity of dTCK,,K,) does not guarantee the 
surjectivity of dK2, nor the injectivity of dKl. Indeed, if K, = R,, then 
T(K,, K,) can be identified with K,, and we may have dK, being injective, 
but not surjective. If K, = R,, then r( K,, K,) can be identified with K:, and 
we may have d,, being surjective but not injective. But if K, (K,) is a proper 
cone such that drlK,,K,) is injective for all proper cones Kl (Kz), 
then necessarily dK, (dK,) is bijective, because then we may choose K, = K, 
and apply the following result. 
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COROLLARY 5.2. If drCK, is injectiue or surjectiue, then d, is bijectiue. 
In fact, by our above method more can be said of the connection between 
the cones K,, K,, and r(K,, K,). But before we come to that, we give a 
general result first. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let K be a proper cone, and let W be a linear subspace in R”. 
Let x, y E K f3 W. Denote the face of K fl W generated by y by aKnw( y). 
Then: 
(a) XE@( y) if and only if xE+‘Knw( y). 
(b) Zf Pw[ K *] is closed, where P, denotes the orthogonal projection of R” 
onto W, then we have 
r~cl~(+( y)) $fandonly$ r~clk.,(*( Y)). 
Proof. The verification of (a) is straightforward. 
(b): It is known (and not difficult to show) that the dual of K fl W in W is 
given by (K fl W)D = cl P,[K*]. 
To prove the “if” part, let z EdK(+( y)). Then Pw( z) E (K fl W)D, and 
since ( Pw( z), y) = (z, y) = 0, we have Pw( z) Ed, nw(+( y)). Thus (z, X) = 
(Pw(z), x) = 0, h w ere the last equality holds because x E cl, ,-,&@( y)). This 
shows that x E cl,(@( y)). 
The “only if” part can be established by reversing the argument for the 
“if” part, but we need the closedness assumption on Pw[ K*] here. n 
Without the closedness assumption, the “only if” part of Lemma 5.3(b) no 
longer holds. For a counterexample, choose a 3-dimensional proper cone K 
with a nonexposed extreme ray a(y). Take W to be the Z-dimensional 
subspace span cl,(@( y)). and a( X) to be the extreme ray of clK(*( y)) 
besides 9( y). Then by our choice, x E clK(@( y)). However, x #cl, ,-,w(*P( y)). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let x, YEK~, and let K, be any proper cone. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(ii) rzr E a( yzr) for some nonzero (or for aZZ) z E K:, where a( yzT) 
denotes the face of ?r( K,, K,) generated by yzT. 
(iii) X.Z~TE~( yzT) for some nonzero (or for aZZ) z EKT, where 3( yzT) 
denotes the face of vr( Kf, K,*)* generated by yzT. 
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Proof. Let 0 # ZE K:. As noted before, K, is linearly isomorphic with 
%(r,) n rr(K,, K,) under T,, where r, has the same meaning as before. 
Hence 
where the last “iff” follows from Lemma 5.3(a). This established the equiva- 
lence of (i) and (ii). Noting that r(K:, K,*)* = K, @p K:, the equivalence of 
(i) and (iii) can be established in a similar way. n 
THEOREM 5.5. Let x, y E K,, and let K, be any proper cone. The following 
conditions are equivalent : 
(i) r E C’K,(@( Y)). 
(ii) xzrEc1 r(K,, K,j(+( yzT)) for some nonzero (or for all) z E K:, where 
a( yzT) denotes the face of ?r( K,, K,) generated by yzT. 
(iii) xz r E cl rCK:. K;)I(*( yar)) for some nonzero (or for all) .z E K:, where 
6( yz T, denotes the face of sr( K f, K z)* generated by yz T. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): Let 0 # z E K:. In view of Lemma 5.3(b) and the proof 
of Theorem 5.4, it suffices to show that Pw[n( K,, K2)*] is closed, where 
W = !R(r,). NOW W fl n(K,, K2) = ‘S(7J n r(K,, K,) = K, C$ (z}, and for 
any vectors XE K, and YE R”*, (xz’, yzT) = (xTy)(.zTz). Hence, we have 
[W n r( K,, K2)lD = K,* BP (z). But by the known result mentioned in the 
proof of Lemma 5.3(b), cl Pw[*( K,, K2)*] is equal to [W n a( K,, K2)lD, the 
dual of W fl x( K,, K,) in W. So the proof is complete if we can show that 
K,* C$, {z} G Pw[sr( K,, K,)*]. Choose some vector yap K, such that ylz = 
.zTz. Let WEK~. We claim that P&WY:) = wzT; since w~TET(K~, Kz)*, 
once this is proved, we are done. But WZ~E W and (wzT, wyg - wzT) = 
(wTw)( ya - z)Tz = 0, so our assertion follows. 
(i) o (iii): The proof is similar. n 
It should be noted that we could have established Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 
by direct calculations and then used them to deduce Theorem 5.1. We chose 
our present approach because it reveals more clearly the connections between 
the cones K,, K,, and sr(K,, K,). 
THEOREM 5.6. Let K, be any proper cone. The following conditions are 
equivalent : 
6) 4, is surjective. 
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(ii) For any (or for some) proper cone K,, if A, BE “(K,, K,) such that 
Bxe@(Ax) forallxEK,, then BTze@(ATz) forallzeK~. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Let A, BE ?r( K,, K,) such that Bx E @( Ax) for all x E K,. 
Then Br~cl~~(@(Ax)) for all XEK,. So by Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and the 
injectivity of d,:, 
a( AT+ 
we readily obtain, for all z E K,*, BTz E cl,:(+( ATz)) = 
(ii) = (i): Assume that dKl is not surjective. Then there exists z E K,* such 
that cIKp(@(z)) + a(z). Write cI,:(cP( a)) as @p(w). Choose a nonzero vector 
UEK,. Note that UZ’, uwTesr(K1, K2). Furthermore, as can be readily 
checked, for any vector XEK,, we have (UW~)XE @((uzT)r). However, since 
w $ cP( z), if u E int K,* then (uw~)~o + *((uz~)~u). Hence, condition (ii) is not 
satisfied. n 
COROLLARY 5.7. d,, is surjective provided that there exists a proper cone 
K, such that for any A, BEU(K,, K,), BxE+( Ax) for all XEK, implies that 
BE+(A). 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.1(a) and the preceding theorem. n 
The nice condition “For any A, BE ?r( K,, K,), Bx E @( Ax) for all x E K, 
implies that B E a( A),” however, guarantees none of the following: the injec- 
tivity of d,,, that of dK2, and the surjectivity of dK2. It is not difficult to see 
that this nice condition is always satisfied whenever K, is polyhedral. This 
explains why it does not guarantee the injectivity or the surjectivity of dKp. 
When K, = R,, the cone “(K,, R,) can be identified with K:. Then this 
nice condition is equivalent to the injectivity of d,:, which clearly does not 
imply the injectivity of d,,. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let K, and K, be given proper cones. The following 
conditions are equivalent : 
(9 4, is surjectiue and dK2 is injective. 
(ii) ForanyA, BE?T(K~,K~), onehusBxE%(Ax) foraRxEK, ifandonly 
ifBTztz+(ATz) forallzEKz. 
Proof. Follows readily from Theorem 5.6. 
COROLLARY 5.9. The following conditions are equivalent : 
0) 4 is bijective. 
n 
(ii) For any A, B E x(K), one has Bx E +( Ax) for all x E K if and only if 
BTz~@(ATz) forallzEK*. 
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Proof. Follows readily from Theorem 5.8. n 
THEOREM 5.10. Let K 1 and K, be given proper cones. The following 
conditions are equivalent : 
(9 d rcK,, K,j is injective. 
(ii) G, is injective, and r(K,, K,) satisfies the equivalent conditions of 
Corollary 4.7. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): The injectivity of d,% follows from Theorem 5.1(a). Note 
that Theorem 4.6(b) also says that every exposed face of a( K,, K,) is an 
intersection of simple faces. Since dTCK,, K,) is injective, every face of 
a( K,, K,) is exposed, so condition (i) of Corollary 4.7 is satisfied. 
(ii) * (i): By Theorem 4.4(e) the injectivity of K, implies that every 
simple face of a( K,, Ks) is exposed. So Theorem 4.6 and condition (i) of 
Corollary 4.8 together imply that, for any face Q of ?r( K,, K,), we have 
hence drCK,, K,) is injective. W 
LEMMA 5.11. The dual face of each exposed extreme ruy of K is a maximal 
face of K*. 
Proof. Let a(x) be an exposed extreme ray of K. Then dK(@( x)) 
is a nontrivial face of K *, say, included in the maximal face M. Then 0 # 
dK+( M) c dK*OdK(+( x)) = a(x). where the last equality follows from the 
exposedness of a(x). But e(x) is an extreme ray, so we have dK.( M) = @(x). 
Hence, we have dK(+( x)) = d,od,,(M). As a maximal face of K*, M is 
certainly exposed; so d,od,.( M) = M. Thus our assertion follows. n 
LEMMA 5.12. lf d, is surjective, then each exposed face of K is an (finite) 
intersection of maximal faces. 
Proof. Let F be an exposed face of K. Choose extreme 
rays @(zl),...,ip(zP) of K* such that Vy=‘=, a( zi) = dK(F). Then F = dK*O 
d,(F) = dK*(Vyz)=1 *(zi)) = A:=‘=, d,.(@( zi)). As d, is surjective, each *(ai), 
1 < i < p, is an exposed extreme ray of K *. Hence by Lemma 5.11 each 
dK,(iP( zi)) is a maximal face of K, and our assertion follows. n 
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THEOREM 5.13. If d,, is injective and dK2 is surjective, then every 
exposed face of r(K,, K,), other than T(K,, K,) itself, can be written as an 
intersection of maximal faces. 
Proof. (a): By Theorem 4.6(b) every exposed face of ?r( K,, K2) is an 
intersection of exposed, simple faces. So it suffkes to prove that each exposed, 
simple face of ?r( K,, K,), other than ‘lr( K,, K,) itself, can be written as an 
intersection of maximal faces. Now consider an exposed simple face x~,~, 
different from “(K,, K,). By Theorem 4.1(c) and Theorem 4.4(e), F is 
a nonzero face of K,, G is an exposed face of K,, and G # K,. Express F 
as the join of finitely many (exposed) extreme rays, say F,, . . _ , FP. Then by 
Lemma 5.11 each dk,( Fi) is a maximal face of K:. Since dK, is surjective, 
by Lemma 5.12 we can also express G as /\T= 1 Mj, where each Mj is a 
maximal face of K,. From Theorem 4.1(e) and (f), we readily obtain 
where each Rk;, M is a maximal face of a( K,, K,), in view of Theorem 4.8. 
The proof is complete. n 
THEOREM 5.14. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(4 4(K) is injective. 
(ii) d, is injective (or bgective), and each face of 7r( K) can be written as 
an intersection of simple faces. 
(iii) Each face of x( K ), other than a(K) itself, can be written as an 
intersection of maximal faces. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Theorem 5.10 (and 
Corollary 5.2). The implication (iii) * (i) is obvious. Finally, the implication 
(i) * (iii) follows from Theorem 5.13, because if drCK) is injective, then each 
face of r(K) is exposed and d, is bijective. n 
It should be noted that for a general proper cone K, when d, is injective, 
it is not necessarily true that every nontrivial face of K is an intersection of 
maximal faces. 
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6. OPEN QUESTIONS 
The results of this paper (for instance, Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 4.7) 
show that if the duality operator d_(k) is injective then the cone x(K) 
possesses many nice properties. In [34, Corollary 5.51 the author also proved 
that the face semiring F( a( K)) is simple if and only if dscK) is injective. It 
seems worthwhile to find some conditions on K alone which are sufficient for 
d T(Kj to be injective. One trivial sufficient condition is that K is polyhedral, 
because then ?r( K) is also polyhedral and hence its duality operator is 
bijective. But for nonpolyhedral cones, at present, the situation is unclear. We 
pose two related open questions: 
OPEN QUESTION 1. Let K be a proper cone. If d, is bijective, does it 
follow that d r(Kj is injective or surjective? 
(We are asking the converse of Corollary 5.2.) 
OPEN QUESTION 2. Does there exist a nonpolyhedral proper cone K such 
that every face of a(K) can be written as an intersection of simple faces? 
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